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OFDU-CAP-J

Description:

The  OFDU-CAP-J  cabinet  is  primarily  intended  for
convenient  placement  of  CAPM  cassettes.  The  unified
modular system enables easy storage and fastening CAPM
cassettes and can be extended according to operator needs.
The  OFDU-CAP-J  terminates  up  to  288  fibers  in  a  3U
distribution frame. This unit  can take up to 12 prewired
CAPM cassettes. The OFDU-CAP-J cabinet is produced from
Aluminium  alloy  5754  material.  Benefits  are  excellent
corrosion resistance and very high strength.

Features:

Arranged termination of fibers in CAPM cassettes
Easily removable front metal cover
Up to 288 fiber termination
Easy access to each cassette
Prewired CAPM cassettes include connectorized fiber pigtails and adapters
Durable powder coat finish light grey colour (RAL7038, RAL 9006)
Optional material-Aluminium alloy-low weight and shipment costs)

Specifications:
Basic characteristic and equipment:

 Plexi doors with key lock
 Hinges

PART NUMBER RACK UNIT DIMENSIONS (H x W x D) mm WEIGHT-empty box (kg)

OFDU-CAP-J 3U 133 x 432 x 305 1.9
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OFDU-CAP-J: Typical fiber capacity

Cassette Number Fibers (max.)

CAPM 1 12 (24)

CAPM 3 36 (72)

CAPM 6 72 (144)

CAPM 9 108 (216)

CAPM 12 144 (288)

Note:  The CAPM is prewired cassette with pigtails and adapters (see the datasheet CMS_22-01_EN-CAPM)

OFDU-CAP-J with plexi door View of backside of OFDU-CAP-J

Detail of hinges View of side of cabinet

 
Ordering code:

OFDU-CAP-J


